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So it's clearly shifted down. We haven't figured out yet whether this is going to be a cosine function or a sine
function. Remember that the phase shift comes from what is added or subtracted directly to the variable. And
so we are left with this. Because the shift value is subtracted from the variable, the shift is to the right. So how
do we figure out which of these are? So your period is going to be short. Find the amplitude, period, phase
shift, and vertical shift of The amplitude is given by the multipler on the trig function. The vertical shift comes
from the value entirely outside of the trig function; namely, the outer 4 also known as "D", from the formula.
Well, now, your x, your input is increasing k times faster. Because this value is added to the variable, then the
shift is to the left. The factorization is: Then the phase shift is. So immediately you might say, well, this is
either going to be a sine function or a cosine function. And we are done. It's going to take you less distance for
the whole argument to get to the same point on the unit circle. You're multiplying it by k. This relationship is
always true: If a number D is added outside the function, then the graph is shifted up by that number of units;
if a number D is subtracted, then the graph is shifted down by that number of units. So I'll write "cosine" first.
What is the phase shift of? So this right over here is the midline. And we get k is equal to-- let's see. Sine of kx
minus 2 plus the midline-- so minus 2. Shift Phase Shift Purplemath You've already learned the basic trig
graphs. Do you see that the sine wave is cycling twice as fast, so its period is only half as long? So you're
going to get to the same point k times faster.


